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Introduction

• The Office of the State Fire Marshal – Pipeline Safety Division (OSFM) 
regulates and inspects hazardous liquid and carbon dioxide (Co2) 
pipelines and operators to ensure operational safety and compliance 
with State and federal pipeline laws.

• The OSFM does not grant permits for the construction, repair, or siting 
of a pipeline. Permits are granted by local governments.

• In this specific case, the OSFM reviewed and approved a plan to retrofit 
the existing pipeline with best available technologies that would reduce 
the volume of oil spilled in the event of pipeline failure as required in 
statute, Government Code 51013.1.
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ROLE/RESPONSIBILITY: Why is CAL FIRE – Office of the State Fire Marshal there. A brief history of the program with successes/wins highlighted.PRECEDENT AND PUBLIC TRUST IN MAKING DETERMINATIONS/HIT ON THE PROGRAM’S TRACK RECORD: As an extension of the CAL FIRE mission to protect the people and property of California, this is no different. Speak generally to public safety and how your role as a regulatory entity protects public safety and communities. Talk about the core values of the program and what guide your decision-making: safety, future planning for future generations, ensuring a resilient California.



Best Available Technology Evaluation

• This is a highly complicated and engineering intensive evaluation by 
skilled engineers with decades of pipeline operations, regulatory, and 
inspection experience.

• Pipelines are required to install best available technology, including leak 
detection and valves (among other requirements), based on a risk 
analysis that is reviewed and approved by the OSFM. 

• The technologies must limit the volume of oil spilled based on a worst-
case discharge scenario. 

• In the evaluation of the risk analysis, valves were placed in key points 
along the line to most effectively reduce the volume of discharge.
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CRITERIA: Be very clear about the extensive analysis and thought process involved in determinations, including acknowledging community values. What are you looking for? What would lead to a denial? Hit on your commitment to neutrality (safety and functionality are key lenses, separate from the policy considerations of the pipeline itself).IN A SLIDE, CLEARLY SHOW THESE CRITERIA AND WHAT THE OUTCOMES FROM YOUR ANALYSIS WERE: We want to show that no stone was left unturned, and the detail involved in making these determinations. Important here to not dive into the weeds too much on the slide—plain language and brevity are key. If your mom or grandma wouldn’t know what you’re talking about, spell it out succinctly. You can elaborate in your remarks. The key here is to imprint diligence in the audience’s mind.



Closing Remarks

• Pipelines are complex and technical in nature
• The OSFM’s mission is to ensure safe operation of pipelines and 

compliance with State and federal law
• Our office thoroughly evaluated the risk analysis associated with the 

installation of the proposed valves 
• The OSFM believes that if there is a pipeline failure, these valves will 

reduce the spill volume and represents a best available technology
• It is important to note that the pipeline must pass meet additional 

inspections requirements and specific safety criteria before possibly 
being restarted 
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CONCLUSION/SUMMARY SLIDE: Acknowledge technical nature of the discussion, summarize why we’re there and the determination, share the why for the determination again.Obviously remain neutral and mission-focused during questions. Do not take bait about our feelings on the pipeline itself. Certain individuals will try to poke holes in your criteria and decision-making. Always bring it back to your criteria and analysis, based on statute and the task at hand. Any policy decisions beyond do not fall within CAL FIRE – Office of the State Fire Marshal’s role or lens.
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